Resolution: Assigned by HOD
(I-23)

Introduced by: Primary Sponsor, Co-Sponsor (include all co-sponsors separated by a comma)

Subject: Resolution Title (accurately and concisely capture what is being asked in the resolved clauses)

Referred to: Reference Committee (Assigned by HOD)

Whereas, begin typing your first Whereas clause here and finish each clause with ; and

Whereas, include as many Whereas clauses as necessary to support your Resolved statement(s); and

Whereas, references should not be inserted as footnotes, but numbered and listed in the Reference formatting example after the body of the Resolution1; and

Whereas, your final Whereas clause should end with; therefore be it

RESOLVED, that our American Medical Association (spell out AMA in first Resolved) enter language of Resolved; and be it further

RESOLVED, that our AMA (include as many independent RESOLVED statements as needed) enter language of Resolved; and be it further

RESOLVED, that our AMA enter language of final Resolved.

Fiscal Note: (Assigned by HOD)

Received: XX/XX/XX
REFERENCES:
1. [Add citations to relevant resources that support the information, statistics, and/or evidence presented in the whereas clauses]

RELEVANT AMA POLICY

[Add full language of existing AMA Policies, found in policy finder, that are relevant to the resolution topic. Include the policy timeline of each policy, and ensure you are citing the most current version.]

[EXAMPLE]
H-345.995 Prevention of Unnecessary Hospitalization and Jail Confinement of the Mentally Ill
Our AMA urges physicians to become more involved in pre-crisis intervention, treatment and integration of chronic mentally ill patients into the community in order to prevent unnecessary hospitalization or jail confinement. [Res. 16, I-18; Reaffirmed: CLRPD Rep. F, I-91; Reaffirmed: Sunset Report, I-01; Reaffirmed: Sunset Report, I-01; Reaffirmed: CSAPH Rep. 1, A-11; Reaffirmation A-15]